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DENVER, COLORADO ✪

Population Rank: U.S. ....  # 24
Colorado ......  # 1

Proportions:  4:7 (usage)

Adopted:  1926 (official)

DESIGN:  Denver’s flag has a wide white zigzag stripe resembling an
outspread ‘M’ running from hoist to fly and separating an upper field
of dark blue from a lower field of red.  Centered in the upper field is a
yellow disk.  On a field of 4 by 7 units, the stripe is .67 units wide, its
top edge starting at 1.25 units above the base of the field and ascending
to 2.75 units at its apices.  The disk is 1.5 units in diameter.

SYMBOLISM:  A brochure from the city describes the symbolism:

A yellow circle in the center symbolizes the gold in Colorado’s hills as well as
the sun.  The circle’s position indicates Denver’s central location in the state.
The blue field in which the sun rides is for ‘Colorado’s unmatched skies’.  A
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white jagged line refers to the mountains which form Denver’s backdrop
‘indicative of the wealth of silver in the hills’.  It also is symbolic of the
Indian background in the state’s history.  The foreground under the moun-
tains in red is in reference to the red earth from which Colorado gained its
name.  Others have suggested that the white portion suggests snow on
the mountains of the region.  The colors match those of the Colorado
flag, as do the symbols:  a white stripe and a yellow disk.

HOW SELECTED:  The Sons of the American Revolution sponsored
a contest with a prize of $25 for the winning entry.  The city council
added another $25 for a total of $50.  More than 150 entries were
received.  The Denver Art Commission judged the contest.

DESIGNER:  The winner was Margaret Overbeck, a North Denver
High School student.

MORE ABOUT THE FLAG:  Denver’s flag is flown widely and ap-
pears on street signs throughout the city.


